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aBstRact

serbian tribology society and company PRiZMa kragujevac have developed 
in collaboration universal tribometer Ut-07, intended to perform pin-on-disc, 
block-on-disc (ring), disc-on-disc and linear reciprocating motion tribology test. 

one of key features is extensive use of electronics in order to simplify me-
chanical design and achieve flexibility, high degree of freedom in selection of test 
parameters and simplicity of use.

in this paper are presented the basic informations about electronics and soft-
ware part of universal tribometer Ut-07.

Keywords: tribometer, tribology, automatic control, computer control, flexible 
coupled drives.

 
aiMs and BackgRoUnd

design of Ut-07 line of tribometers is an attempt to achieve as many as possible 
different tribology tests (pin-on-disc, block-on-disc (ring), disc-on-disc and lin-
ear reciprocating motion) on one machine, instead of having different machines 
for each kind of tribology tests. 

this approach is more economical than traditional one and with use of modern 
control electronics and computers it was possible do produce efficient solutions.

Main design goals for Ut-07 was:
•  modular mechanical design,
•  transfer of as many as possible tasks to electronics,
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•  easy to use control software,
•  open data formats.
in order to achieve universality it is crucial to have possibility of selection of 

mechanical parameters of tribology tests in wide range:
speed range for driving disk 100–4000 rpm
sliding rate 0–100%
Maximum torque 10 n  m
load range 0–4000 n
contact pressure 0–3000 MPa
diameter of discs 10–50 mm
it was challenge to achieve this design goals with as simple as possible de-

sign.
to simplify solution of control of tribometer, whole design of electronics is 

divided to simpler modules. also, it is compatible with modular mechanical de-
sign of tribometer. 

exPeRiMental

tribometer Ut-07 is designed for performing various tribology tests. Flexibility 
is achieved by mechanical modules for realisation of various kinds of contacts 
(pin-on-disc, block-on-disc, disc-on-disc) and various kinds of movement in con-
tact zone (rotational or linear).

Picture is much simpler from control 
point of view, because there are common 
tasks in almost all types of experiments:

•  speed control of driving motor,
•  speed control of breaking motor 

(only in disc-on-disc test),
•  control of vertical load,
•  temperature control of lubricant 

and lubrication of contact zone,
•  friction force measurement,
•  measurement  of temperature in 

contact zone.

Speed control of driving motor. desir-
able speed range for driving disk was 
100–4000 rpm. there are several pos-
sibilities to achieve such wide speed 
range. each one has advantages and dis-
advantages.

Fig. 1. Possible mechanical configurations of 
universal tribometer Ut-07

electronic box
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First approach is to use simple ac motor and simple frequency regulator. 
advantage is low cost, but drawbacks are limited range of possible speeds (1:10) 
and variation of speed because of varying load during experiment. in compan-
ion with mechanical gearbox it is possible to achieve speed range of 1:100. But 
such gearboxes are complex, expensive and prevent automatic control of speed in 
whole range without stopping and readjustment of machine.

second approach is use of modern servo motors and associated regulators. 
With this solution it is possible to have desired speed ratio, and continuous control 
of speed in whole range. However, even now cost of this solution is very high.

our approach is use of closed loop with ac motor, vector ac motor regulator 
and optical encoder as feedback speed sensor.

this approach is in-between regarding performance, size and price. Refer-
ence speed is passed as analog voltage in 0-10v range to oMRon F7 vector 
regulator. Feedback is achieved by incremental encoder. in this approach it is 
possible to compensate motor slip due to load variation in whole speed range. 
driving motor is grossly oversized because there is demand for high speeds, 
and high torques at low speeds. size of motor is function of maximum motor 
current, and it is proportional to maximum motor torque. as a result, despite 
fact that maximum necessary driving power is less than 700 W, much stronger 
motor is a must. characteristics of ac motors is cooling by fan mounted on 

motor shaft. However, this so-
lution is efficient only if motor 
is working at nominal speed. it 
is the reason why we mounted 
additional motor and fan for 
cooling of driving motor.

Speed control of breaking mo-
tor. For disc-on-disc experi-
ments it is necessary to control 
speed of driven disc. through 
control of speed of driven disc 
it is possible to achieve various 
sliding rates, from almost pure 
sliding to pure rolling. 

Main characteristics of 
this drive is that it must act as 
brake, i.e. it must dissipate me-
chanical power delivered by 
driving motor to mechanical 
joint of two discs.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of speed control of  driving motor
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there are several requirements specific for this drive:
•  wide range of speeds,
•  wide range of torques at all possible speeds,
•  low mass, because it is positioned on moving platform.
only one feasible solution was ac servo motor with integrated incremental 

encoder and appropriate regulator, despite relatively high cost. 
Modern servo motors have very wide speed range and almost constant pos-

sible maximum torque at speeds from zero to maximum possible. also, mass of 
modern motors is quite acceptable and they do not need additional cooling.

Because of wide range of possible speeds it is possible to mount driven disc 
directly on motor shaft, eliminate complex mechanics and minimise mass of 
whole assembly.

Reference speed for breaking motor is passed as analog voltage in –10  v  – 
+10 v range to oMRon sgdH-10 servo regulator. Feedback is achieved by in-
cremental encoder integrated in oMRon sgMsH-10 servo motor housing. 

there were two possibilities to manage breaking power. First one was re-
cuperation of induced voltage to regulator of driving motor, and second one was 
dissipation on breaking resistor. First approach is more economical, and does not 
produce additional heating inside machinery. However, because of lack of time 
for experiments, and lot of space for breaking resistors first approach is aban-
doned in favour of last one. servo regulators usually have built in breaking resis-
tors, but they are designed only for intermittent use. in tribometer there is need for 
constant dissipation for a long time. Because of that, inside machine is mounted 
heatsink with external breaking 
resistors of 1 kW capacity.

Control of vertical load. vertical 
force is one of most important test 
parameters. our approach is pre-
sented on Fig. 4.

control signal from computer 
is amplified and passed to step 
motor. step motors are very suit-
able for such applications because 
they offer high resolution (we used 
one with 200 steps/rev.), and very 
easy implementation of position 
control in open loop. 

Motor shaft is connected to 
spindle. spring mounted between 
nut and load cell is source of verti-

Fig. 4. Block diagram of vertical force control subsys-
tem
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cal load. vertical load is transmitted through load cell to moving platform. there 
are additional mechanical elements for compensation of weight of moving plat-
form in order to measure only net vertical force transmitted to test joint.

signal from load cell is amplified by electronic amplifier and passed to data 
acquisition module. 

there are two limit switches. Purpose of upper limit switch is positioning of 
moving platform at the beginning and end of experiment. lower limit switch acts 
as safety device in case of failure of load cell.

control of vertical load is achieved by rotation of step motor in cW or ccW 
direction. during experiment it is possible to obtain various profiles of vertical load. 

one interesting side effect of our approach is possibility of indirect measure-
ment of wear in test contact zone. if vertical load is set to constant value during 
time of experiment, it is possible to acquire commands sent to step motor neces-
sary to maintain constant vertical load. during time of experiment material in 
contact area is subject of wearing. Result is drop of vertical load. control system 
can sense this deviation and compensate for it. step motor must make additional 
compression of spring. it is possible, by simple math, to calculate additional de-
flection of spring on the ground of acquired control issued to step motor.

Temperature control of lubricant and lubrication of contact zone. subsystem for 
lubrication and temperature control of lubricant is of very simple structure. 

oil bath is mounted on electric 
heater. there is separate Pi regula-
tor for temperature control of lubri-
cant in oil bath. User can directly 
enter desired value for temperature 
of lubricant into Pi regulator. it is 
possible only to heat up lubricant, 
i.e. there is no possibility to cool 
down lubricant, as can be neces-
sary in hot environment or during 
some harsh tests.

Peristaltic pump maintains constant flow of lubricant from oil bath to test 
chamber and lubrication of test zone.

Friction force measurement. Friction force is measured indirectly. there is con-
tactless torque sensor mounted between driving motor and lower disc.

Measuring of torque this way is very convenient because modern sensors 
require only dc supply, have integrated electronics for bridge excitation, contact-
less transmission of power and signal between rotor and stator part and analog 
output proportional to measured torque.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of lubrication subsystem
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calculation of friction force sensed 
by sensor is straightforward if diameter 
of lower disc is known. 

disadvantage of this approach is 
that torque sensed by sensor contains 
two components: one proportional to 
friction force in contact zone, and an-
other whose source are loses in trans-
mission train between torque sensor and test contact. in case of disc-on-disc and 
pin-on-disc tests transmission loses are small, because there is only one ball bear-
ing after torque sensor. However, in case of reciprocating linear motion where 
much more complex transmission train is necessary it is must to take in account 
additional losses. the only possible way is open loop compensation of losses 
through software. Measurements of mechanical losses on various regimes during 
calibration of machine are performed, and measured values are stored into soft-
ware for future compensation of measurement.

Measurement of temperature in contact zone. Beside forces in contact zone there 
is interest in measuring temperature in contact zone. there are two sensors: one 
contact thermocouple sensor, and one iR contactless sensor.

With thermocouple sensor it is possible to measure temperature inside test 
item (during pin-on-disc or block-on-disc tests) or temperature of lubricant inside 
test chamber.

iR sensor is devised for contactless monitoring of temperature in contact 
zone. However, variation of reflection coefficient of various materials and lubri-
cants and relatively wide angle of view of sensor itself do not  permit precision 
absolute measurement of temperature in contact zone, but comparative measure-
ments only.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of friction force measure-
ment
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Data acquisition subsystem. UsB 
module dt9802 acts as data ac-
quisition subsystem. Module has 
16 single ended analog inputs, 2 
analog outputs, 8 digital inputs 
and 8 digital outputs. all analog 
lines have 12 bit resolution, and 
all digital lines are ttl compat-
ible. it is interfaced to Pc via UsB 
connection.

Because all subsystems of 
Ut-07 have separate local regu-
lators there are no stringent re-
quirements for timing in data 
acquisition subsystem. Role of 
data acquisition module is to set 
reference values for speed regu-
lators, set control for step motor 
and acquire signals from sensors. 
tribology tests are slow varying 
processes, so even simple UsB 
modules can satisfy requirements. 
UsB interface is now de facto 
standard for Pc interfacing and 
replaces obsolete serial and paral-
lel interfaces.

additional advantage of UsB 
module is that it is powered from 
UsB port, i.e. there is no need for 
another +5vdc power supply.

Software support. electronics inside has no any intelligence. so all software is 
located inside personal computer.

Purpose of software is:
•  collection of data from tribometer during experiments,
•  observation of the measured values collected in real time during experi-

ments,
•  creation of text data files with collected data, and
•  observation and printing of previously measured data.
software is working under Ms Windows xP operating system which is not 

intented for real time applications. However, thanks of internal structure of Ut-

Fig. 8. sketch of test chamber
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of data acquisition subsystem
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07 (local hardware regulators) and low speed of processes inside Ut-07 it is pos-
sible to use Ms Windows.

Before start of experiment it is possible to set machine configuration, param-
eters of experiment and comments associated with experiment.

Fig. 10. Photo of Ut-07 with 
open electronics compartment

Fig. 11. startup screen
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Fig. 12. screen with captured data

Fig. 13. example of results ob-
tained in the block-on-disc test

after an experiment it is possible to save or print acquired data. Program al-
lows drawing and printing all or just portion of collected data. acquired data can 
be stored on computer disc file. 
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Program use plain ascii text files for storing of data, no proprietary binary 
formats. therefore, it is easy to import collected data to some other program for 
further processing.

also, it is possible to print collected data to laser or some other Ms Windows 
supported black/white or colour printer.

Program allows importing of multiple saved data files. this way user can 
simple compare measured data from multiple experiments and deduce influence 
of experiment parameters and conditions to final results.

Beside measurement, program allows diagnosis of hardware inside Ut-07. 
it is possible to see voltages present on analog inputs, to set voltages on analog 
outputs, to see state of digital inputs and to set state of digital outputs. this way 
it is possible to isolate fault to some of subsystems inside Ut-07 and make repair 
easier.

conclUsions

the universal Ut-07 tribometer can perform many types of tribological tests. it 
is possible because of its modular and adaptive mechanical design and extensive 
use of electronics and computer control.

in all stages of design intention was to achieve maximum possible perfor-
mances with as low as possible cost of equipment, but without compromising 
performance.

Fig. 14. Hardware diagnostic screen
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Use of personal computer and software allows easy handling of instrument 
and conducting of experiments.
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